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ABSTRACT: Mobile ad-hoc network is an assortment of distinct attribute-based mobile devices that are autonomous 

and are cooperative in establishing communication. These nodes exploit wireless links for communication that causes 

injection of the adversaries in the network. Therefore, detection and mitigation of adversaries and anomalies in the 

network are mandatory to retain its performance. To strengthen this concept, in this article, a novel secure neighbor 

selection technique using recurrent reward-based learning is introduced. This proposed technique inherits the benefits 

of conventional routing and intelligent machine learning paradigm for classifying the states of the nodes based on their 

communication behavior. Thorough learning of the behavior of the nodes unanimously at all the hop-levels of 

communication enables establishing secure and consistent routing and transmission paths to the destination. The 

performance of the proposed technique is estimated using the metrics throughput, packet delivery ratio, and delay and 
detection ratio. Experimental analysis proves the consistency of the proposed technique by improving throughput, 

packet delivery ratio, and detection ratio under less delay. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Research focus over mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) has increased significantly in the present years due to its on-

demand communication and infrastructure-less configuration abilities.MANETs consist of mobile self-disciplined 

mobile nodes (such as electronic devices with a communication unit, mobile phones, wireless sensors, etc.) that 

interconnect using intrinsic routing ability.For communication and packet data exchange, the nodes establish wireless 
links by discovering reliable neighbors.The nodes are capable of transmitting data packets to the destinations located 

away from its radio range. 

MANET nodes face different challenges due to their resource-restricted access and utilization, including security and 

privacy issues due to the wireless communication medium. Wireless medium provides open access to other networks 

and users for interoperability and data sharing. The open-access nature of the medium is exposed to security risks 

where an intruder breaches the communication of the nodes. MANET nodes face different challenges due to their 

resource-restricted access and utilization, including security and privacy issues due to the wireless communication 

medium. 

Wireless medium provides open access to other networks and users for interoperability and data sharing. The open-

access nature of the medium is exposed to security risks where an intruder breaches the communication of the nodes. 

Network dynamicity with time, node mobility, and lack of centralized administrative support are some of the issues that 
permit intruder or adversary to breach the communications of the network. 

 

A malicious user or node that enters the communication between the nodes gains information about the network. It then 

launches its attack to restrict resource availability, route failure, packet drop, spoofing, etc. The type of attack depends 

on the nature and purpose of the adversary fissuring into the network.  
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II. METHODOLOGY 

 

This issue could be solved so as to evade data leakage .Mitigating the effects of adversaries and anomalies in MANET 

requires optimal detection and mitigation systems. With the development in decision making and artificial intelligence 

computing model, decision-based detection and performance optimization methods are commonly employed in 

MANETs. These systems rely on the input observed from the characteristics and behavior of the nodes for accurate 
decision-making. The events in route discovery and communication are modeled based on the decisions performed by 

the computing systems. Decision making and intelligent computing algorithms aid the optimization process by 

detecting the adversary based on the reputation and trusts it has assessed from the current and past behavior of the 

nodes. Some decision making systems incorporate location and sensing attributes, require the support of external 

networks such as cloud for providing reliable communication in MANET. 

 

 
Figure1: SIMPLE MANET NETWORK 

 

 SOURCE 

In this module, service provider browses the file; enter the packets and sends to the router. Service provider encrypts 

the data and send to the router. 

 ROUTER 

In this module, router receives the file packets from the source, if packets size is greater than node BW then congestion 

occurs and then path inference will take place in order to find an alternative path. It takes another node and reaches the 

destination and load balancing takes place. When congestion occurs node band width can be increased. 

 RECEIVER  

In this module, receiver receives the file. Calculates the time delay to reach the file from source to  destination. 

Receiver stores the data details. 

 LINKS 
Connections are needed to finish the geography. In ns2, the yield line of a hub is executed as a component of the 

connection, so when making joins the client likewise needs to characterize the line type. 

 

 
FIGURE 2: LINK IN NS2 

 

This Figure shows the development of a simplex connection in ns2. On the off chance that a duplex-interface is made, 
two simplex connections will be made, one for every course. In the connection, bundle is first enqueued at the line. 
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After this, it is either dropped, passed to the Null Agent and liberated there, or dequeued and passed to the Delay object 

which mimics the connection delay. At long last, the TTL (time to live) esteem is determined and refreshed. 

To start with, the yield document is opened and a handle is connected to it. At that point the occasions are recorded to 

the document determined by the handle. At long last, toward the finish of the recreation the follow support must be 

flushed and the record must be shut. This is typically finished with a different completion system. On the off chance 

that connections are made after these orders, extra articles for following (EnqT, DeqT, DrpT and RecvT) will be 
embedded into them.  

 

 
FIGURE 3: WHEN TRACING IS ENABLED 

 

I. Key establishment 

A complimentary aspect to the proposed protocol is key management. Key management is an important cryptographic 

primitive upon which other security primitives are built. An existing key management mechanism for distributed WSNs 

is assumed to distribute keys to the sensors securely and update them periodically, a comprehensive survey of such 

mechanisms is presented. 

A decentralized key exchange protocol can be used, which guarantees the confidentiality of a key exchange even if an 

attacker has compromised some of the nodes in the network. A study by Chen presented a Distributed key 

pre‐distribution scheme , which is a collection of distributed cryptographic protocols for a number of nodes sharing no 

prior secret. The nodes jointly realize the key pre‐distribution function without relying on any trusted third party. 
Moreover, a multipath key reinforcement method was proposed. The security of an established link key was enhanced 

by constructing the link key via multiple paths. The idea of the multipath key reinforcement was originally proposed. 

The link keys for nodes S and D are updated after the shared‐key discovery phase. This is accomplished by using 

multiple link‐disjointed paths. After establishing KSD between nodes S and D, the node S generates n random values, 

encrypts them using KSD, and then sends them to D through the n disjoint paths. In order for the attacker to succeed in 

this case, he has to compromise all n paths. they proposed a secure symmetric key distribution mechanism for WSNs 

that solved the stored key exposure problem. Optimal key management design for secure WSNs was investigated. The 

researchers formulated the key management problem as a multioptimization problem and solved it using generic 

algorithm approach. 

 

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

PACKET LOSS RATIO: 

 

 

              FIGURE 4: PACKET LOSS RATIO 

 There is no Packet Loss Ratio in 

Proposed System. 
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FIGURE 5: PACKET  DELIVERY RATIO 

 

 
FIGURE 6: END TO END DELAY 

PACKET DELIVERY RATIO 

 

 Decrease in Existing 

System. 

 Increase in Proposed 

System. 

END TO END DELAY 

 

 In Existing System End to 

End Delay is Constant. 

 In Proposed System End to 

End Delay is Reduced. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

 

The Proposed Scheme is effective in both defecting and filtering packet droppers and modifiers. The bad nodes can be 

identified by the suspiciously bad nodes. The node categorization and heuristic ranking algorithms are used for this 

purpose. Extensive simulations have been done to prove the effectiveness of our scheme. 
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